Graphing Facility
MortgageBrain Anywhere contains the ability to demonstrate flexible and offset products to your clients
in a graphical format.
There are two entry points to use the graphing facility. The first is the entry point within the Home
page. By selecting the Graphs button from the list on the Calculator tile, the software provides you with
the option to demonstrate either a flexible product or an offset product.

NOTE: Because sourcing hasn’t been carried out at this stage, there will be no product data displayed here,
however, the graphs facility will pre-populate the screen with the property details if already entered.
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The second entry point to access the graphs facility is from the scheme list screen. Filters can be applied
during the sourcing process to select products which allow overpayments, underpayments, payment
holidays, borrow backs or those that contain an offset facility.

Within the scheme list window, the graphs option is available from the bottom left hand corner.

Because a product has been selected from the scheme list, the graphs function automatically prepopulates with the product information and the mortgage details.

Flexible Product Graphing
The screen below shows that for a flexible product, which allows you to demonstrate to the client the
impact on the outstanding balance or monthly payments when applying an overpayment,
underpayment, borrow back or payment holiday.
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The flexible graph display provides the ability to add a number of events – overpay lump sum; overpay
regular amount; payment holiday and withdraw lump sum. Each event can be input as many times as
required at different periods over the term.

Once events have been applied, the graph will automatically calculate and show the impact of these
events on the original mortgage term and amount, also calculating the amount of interest saved.
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Offset Product Graphing
When displaying the graph function for an offset product, this will include an additional box – Offset
account starting balance.

The events for an offset product are slightly different to that for a flexible product – deposit regular
amount; deposit lump sum and withdraw lump sum. Again, there are no restrictions on the number of
times these events are entered during the course of the mortgage term.
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Once events are applied, the graph automatically calculates the term reduction and the interest saved
over the period.

The graphing tool is automatically archived when the window is closed. This is saved back into the client
file of MortgageBrain Anywhere, or can be saved back to the client file within the back office system,
i.e., the Key. As well as the graph, there is the ability to save or print an accompanying payment schedule
which details the impact of each event entered.
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If no flexible filters have been applied from the Product filters tab and the graphing icon is selected, a
warning message appears to highlight which features are available for the chosen product. Therefore,
it is advisable to apply the flexible filters prior to sourcing schemes.
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